
Except for the following additions, the original rules for Pictures apply:

• The two new sets are added to the original sets. Before each game, the players 
choose which 5 sets they will use during the game.

• Use the two new sets as follows (players decide if they want to use either or 
both variants before the start of the game):

Acrylic tiles in a frame
Place as many of the acrylic tiles as you deem necessary completely within 
the square frame (no tile may touch the frame). No tile may rest in part or 
completely on another tile. (Same rule applies to the variants.)
Variant 1: Place as many of the acrylic tiles as you deem necessary completely 
within the round frame (no tile may touch the frame).  
Variant 2: Place all 16 acrylic tiles within the square frame. You may flip them 
to their white side.

Clothes pegs and felt
You can use as many parts as you wish, in any way you wish. Use one Pictures 
plate from the base game, to indicate the bottom of the image. 
Variant: You can use as many parts as you wish, but must clinch the clothes 
pegs on one another or on the pieces of felt.

Play with 6 players
Use 6 sets of components and play over 6 rounds. After 3 rounds remove all sixteen 
photo cards from the grid and replace them with new photo cards. Return all 
coordinate tokens to the cloth bag.  
As an alternative you can replace the photo cards that have been pictured with new 
cards from the stack and return all coordinates tokens to the bag in each round.

Folgende Fotos wurden unter der Creative Commons Lizenz verwendet (CC-Lizenz (BY 2.0) 
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/de/deed.de, Quelle der Fotos: www.piqs.de):

These photos are used under the Creative Commons License (CC-License (BY 2.0)  
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/de/deed.com, source of the photos: www.piqs.de):

Remolus, „Big Bumper“Tobias Mandt, „winter.dockland“al40, „Ausgangssperre“

Iwonna, „Hamburg von Oben“al40, „Schöne Aussicht“Max Streichardt, „Fischmarkt“

pixpoint, „Globalisierung“

an expansion for Pictures by Daniela and Christian Stöhr for 3-6 players

Rules
Contents:

• Set 1:  
16 acrylic tiles and 
1 picture frame  
   (two-sided)

• Set 2:  
2 pieces of felt and 
5 clothes pegs

• 55 photo cards
• 1 notepad
• 1 rule sheet

Examples


